ZIRCONIUM PNEUMOCONIOSIS (Zr)
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Abstract. The authors describe an interstitial pulmonary fibrosis to a female professionally exposed to zirconium pigments employed in a pottery product factory. Due to the pulmonary radiographic and CT aspects, as well as the absence of other causes generating pulmonary fibrosis there is a suspicion of zirconium pneumoconiosis.
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Rezumat: Autorii descriu un caz de fibroză pulmonară interstițială la o femeie expusă profesional la pigmenti pe bază de zirconiu într-o fabrică de produse ceramică. Datorită aspectului radiografic pulmonar standard, al CT, precum și prin absența altor cauze generatoare de fibroză se ridică suspiciunea unei pneumoconioze la zirconiu.
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The existence of pathological aspects that can be revealed by radiological and functional tests, in workers occupationally exposed to zirconium was only presumed up to the nineties. The extend of zirconium use in different industries, especially in the top ones (e.g.: jet propulsion) and the elapse of a sufficient exposure period to induce effects, describe the occupational circumstances in which the pulmonary fibrosis to zirconium and the accompanying functional changes have been frequently approached in the last years. As a consequence, zirconium pneumoconiosis, although dealt with different names, became an undeniable nosology.

The few reported cases published by medical literature on one hand, and the increased number of the exposed people together with the technological upgrade in Romania on the other hand, justify the rise for discussion a clinical case, in order to stimulate the interest for the occupational diagnosis of some lung disease of the interstitial fibrosis type.

Case report:

Patient L.A., 45, female, was admitted in the Hospital of Occupational Medicine for asthenia, dyspnea at medium effort, occasional wheezing and dry cough. The most important findings of patient history were the repeated upperairways infections and a 25 years period of cigarette smoking (7-10 daily cigarettes).

The occupational history data indicated a 28 years exposure to zirconium-based pigments in a pottery manufacture.

The insidious disease onset was 8 years ago, with a dyspnea which became intensely during physical
efforts (well tolerated before) and dry cough appearing to cold exposure, frequently associated with wheezing.

The laboratory investigations and EKG were normal, allergy tests did not reveal a positive reaction to dermatophagoides, but the pulmonary function testing revealed a severe obstructive ventilatory dysfunction on the small airways with severe hyperinflation: VC:2750 ml (100%); FEV₁: 1630 ml (69%); MEF₅₀:1 l/s (26%); RV:2990 ml (203%).

After β₂-agonists and inhaled cortizone treatment, the static and dynamic lung volumes and capacities were recovered: VC:3030 ml (+10%); FEV₁: 2040 ml (+24%); MEF₅₀:1,53 l/s (+52%); RV:2920 ml (-5%).

The dynamics of the ventilatory tests revealed a varying obstructive syndrome, and a bronchial hyperresponsiveness both characteristic features for bronchial asthma in an atopic subjects.

A conventional chest X-ray imposed by the background dyspnea showed bilateral small reticular nodules in the middle pulmonary areas. Because of suspected diagnosis of zirconium pneumoconiosis as well as patient’s refuse of lung biopsy, a computed tomography was performed.

Fig. 1 shows the images which revealed a diffuse interstitial fibrosis.

The pathological changes induced by occupational exposure to zirconium were quite well outlined by the research performed in the last 10 years. The main occupational risk circumstances are the drying and calcination of the concentrates containing zirconium, the use of its compounds for pottery glazzing refractaries, glass industry, TV display tubes and jet propulsion engines.

Granulomatous skin lesions, have been found in occupational exposure to zirconium. The same lesions have been also described following the non occupational exposures such as, the use of antiperspirant cosmetic products, or those appeared in some
Ethiopian areas described as non philariosic pneumoconiosis. According to the evolutionarily stage of lesions, the lung involvement appeared firstly as an interstitial granulomatosis then followed by a fibrous proliferation, features which place it among pneumoconiosis. There is a similarity between the histological aspects of skin lesions and the pulmonary ones, and some authors found granulomatous lesions in many organs. The occupational origin of the pulmonary granulomatosis is demonstrated by the presence of birefringent zirconium silicate crystals in optical microscopy slides or in bronchoalveolar lavage sediment examined by means of electronic microscopy. Experimental research confirmed clinical observation; following zirconium compounds administration to laboratory animals granulomatous interstitial and skin lesions, were found. The radiological aspect described by Cazzadori, respectively the presence of reticulate-interstitial opacities, is similar with our case. As diagnosis, this reported case is still a probability because of the lack of morphological or mineralogical confirmation. But, the long exposure period, the absence of any other obvious causes of fibrosis, as well as the radiological aspects found by conventional chest X-ray and CT, all pleaded for zirconium pneumo-coniosis. The bronchial hyperresponsiveness syndrome may be an independent presence in an atopic subject, but in the literature there are information on the sensible potential of zirconium compounds.
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